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Parking heater, diesel heater + bluetooth Hcalory HC-A02 (red)
 Get ready for colder days and provide yourself with a reliable source of heat. Diesel heater Hcalory HC-A02 will be perfect for example,
when you are traveling - it will allow you to warm up at a standstill and make it easier to remove frost from the windows of the vehicle. It
is equipped with a 5-liter fuel tank and is distinguished by low combustion of about 0.1-0.35l/h. As a result, it will last you a long time!
The device features wide compatibility, and you can also operate it via an app. It also has a built-in LCD screen.
  
 
Bet on universal solutions
 The heater is compatible with a wide range of 12V / 24V vehicles and is distinguished by its relatively small size. This means that it will
be ideal, for example, for heating vans, cars, campers and even trucks. It will also allow you to quickly get rid of frost from the windows.
You will also successfully use it when you are stationary. What's more, thanks to its adjustable power of 5-8kW, you will easily adjust its
operation to your needs. You can also adjust the temperature in the range of 8-36°C.
  
 
Reliable operation
 The HC-A02 heater uses volatilization technology. This means that the fuel is heated and vaporized into gas by a ceramic spark plug.
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Also noteworthy is the fast ignition of the device. The product also features relatively low combustion, which reaches about 0.1-0.35l/h.
As a result, it can provide a long operating time! The fuel tank has a capacity of 5l - enough to let you warm up during a stop or defrost
the windows.
  
 
Safety of use
 When  designing  the  HC-A02  heater,  safety  was  also  taken  into  account.  The  device  has  been  protected  against  short-circuiting  and
overheating, and has been given an intelligent control system. In addition, it can stably maintain power at the right level. At the same
time, the product is environmentally friendly - it is characterized by low emissions, so much less pollution enters the air.
  
 
User-friendly
 Operation of the device will not cause you any problem. The heater is very easy to assemble and disassemble, and it has been equipped
with an LCD display that  will  allow you to  conveniently  check the most  important  information about  its  operation.  You will  also find a
remote  control  included,  with  which  you  can  conveniently  operate  it.  The  remote  control  range  is  up  to  100m!  The  device  also  has
handles that make it easy to carry, as well as specially designed feet that will allow you to set it stably on a flat surface of your choice.
  
 
Smart operation
 It is also possible to conveniently control the heater using an app - the product connects to your smartphone via Bluetooth. You can also
automate its operation and enjoy the optimal temperature in almost any situation! Set the device to spontaneously start working when
the temperature drops below a set value, and stop it once it has heated the space to a certain level.
  
 
In the box
 Diesel  heater  Remote  control  Silencer  Air  filter  Mounting  plate  Exhaust  pipe  Inlet  pipe  Outlet  pipe  Screw  set  User  manual      Brand
Hcalory  Model HC-A02  Color Red  Type Diesel heater  Control Remote control, app  Fuel tank capacity 5l  Rated power 5-8KW  Rated
voltage 12V 24V (universal)  Fuel consumption 0.1-0.35l/h  Remote control range Up to 100m  Operating temperature of the heat sink
From -40°C to 50°C  Operating temperature of oil pump From -40°C to 40°C  Material Plastic + carbon fiber Dimensions
35,5 x 17 x 45 cm 
   

Preço:

Antes: € 229.0014

Agora: € 228.01
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